Application of low-cost stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy to the
histological analysis of human glomerular disease
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histoSTORM: super-resolved immunofluorescence of histological sections

• Kidney disease is typically diagnosed using light microscopy, immunohistology and electron microscopy (EM).
• EM is useful in the histopathology of ~50% of native kidney biopsies and essential for the diagnosis of ~20%
and is a standard technique for diagnosis of kidney disease in many countries. EM is particularly useful for the
diagnosis of kidney diseases associated with structural abnormalities of the basement membrane (e.g. inherited
abnormalities of collagen type IV alpha chains), diseases with fibrils (e.g. fibrillary and immunotactoid
glomerulonephritides) and rare genetic diseases such as Fabry’s disease or lecithin cholesterol acyl transferase
(LCAT) deficiency.
• EM is also routinely used to document morphological changes in podocytes, and the shape, substructure and
position relative to the glomerular basement membrane (GBM) of immune complexes and/or complement
fragment deposits.
• The relatively high costs associated with the equipment and the need for specialist staff mean that diagnostic
EM is not accessible for most of the world’s population.
• Recent progress in single molecule localisation microscopy now enables conventional widefield fluorescence
microscopes to be adapted at modest cost to provide super-resolved immunofluorescence with resolution below
50 nm in biological specimens.
• We have applied stochastically switched optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) to clinical histological
sections stained with standard immunofluorescence techniques to explore whether super-resolved
immunofluorescence imaging (“histoSTORM”) can provide a means to resolve ultrastructure to aid the diagnosis
of kidney disease where EM is not available. This initial work has been published1 in J Pathology: Clinical
Research at http://doi.org/10.1002/cjp2.217.

Low-cost super-resolved fluorescence microscopy
STORM Microscopy
• Structural features smaller than 0.2 m are not resolved with conventional fluorescent
microscopy
• In stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) individual fluorescent molecules are
localised with high accuracy.
• Frozen or paraffin embedded kidney tissue is stained with conventional immunofluorescence
and, upon exposure to sufficiently high intensity irradiation, the fluorophores can be
stochastically switched between a non-fluorescent and fluorescent state.
• The same region of interest is imaged every 30 milliseconds over 5000 frames (STORM movie).
At every frame, most of fluorescent labels are switched off and the fluorophores in the on state
are well separated and distinguishable.
• An intensity peak-finding algorithm identifies the peaks/molecules in each frame and a list of
fluorophore positions is stored as a table of localised molecules.
• Dynamic rendering allows reconstruction of the STORM image using the points features stored
in the table of localised molecules.
• A platform for STORM microscopy easySTORM2 has been developed and adapted for diagnosis
of human glomerular diseases in clinical settings.

Figure 1. Frozen section presenting Membranous Glomerulonephritis
Basement membrane (laminin, green – Alexa Fluor 555), immunoglobulin G deposits (IgG, red – iFluor 647). A-B Widefield
immunofluorescence images at 4x magnification of frozen section of Membranous Glomerulonephritis showing A: laminin
channel, B: IgG channel, and C: 100X two-channel image of region indicated by yellow square in A and B. D: Widefield
immunofluorescence of region indicated by yellow square in C; E: Corresponding STORM image with pixel size rendered at
25 nm. F: Electron micrograph of similar structure from same biopsy at 20,200x magnification. G: Widefield
immunofluorescence image of 3.2 x 2.4 µm2 region indicated in D,E with H: corresponding STORM image; I: expanded electron
micrograph image of region indicated in F. Yellow dashed lines indicate the light grey glomerular basement membrane. Dark
grey electron-dense deposits on the sub-epithelial side (purple arrows) represent immune complexes containing IgG. (Figure
adapted from Reference 1)

Figure 2. presenting Lupus Nephritis Type IV
Basement membrane (laminin, green – Alexa Fluor 555), immunoglobulin G deposits (IgG, red –iFluor 647) A: Widefield
immunofluorescence image at 100x magnification of frozen section presenting Lupus Nephritis Type IV with selected regions
presenting D,G: Mesangial deposits, E,H: subendothelial deposits and F,I: subepithelial deposits. B: STORM image rendered
with pixel size of 25 nm corresponding to A. C: Electron micrograph of similar structure from same sample, 30,400x
magnification, presenting occasional electron dense deposits containing IgG on the subepithelial side of the glomerular
basement membrane (purple arrows), on the subendothelial side of the glomerular basement membrane (blue arrow) and in
the mesangium (yellow star). G,H,I: STORM images corresponding to wide-field immunofluorescence images of D,E,F. D,G
show the region indicated by the yellow square in A,B. E,H show the region indicated by the cyan square in A,B. F,I show the
region indicated by the purple square in A,B. (Figure adapted from Reference 1)

Summary
Low-cost implementation possible on openFrame platform
• integrating piezo z-drive module,
(d)
• self-built optical autofocus5
• multiline excitation laser bank (~£500 per laser line),
• CMOS camera,
• low-cost optical components
www.openScopes.com

(e)

Parallelised STORM data processing on HPC6
• Single-molecule localisation of data from one field of view can
be processed e.g. using ThunderSTORM, and can be
parallelised across multiple HPC nodes (and multiple instances
on each node)
or
• Single molecule localisation of data from multiple fields of view
can be processed in parallel, e.g. using ThunderSTORM, on
multiple HPC nodes (and on multiple instances on each node)

Figure 3. FFPE section presenting Minimal Change Disease
Glomerular basement membrane (Laminin-iFluor 647) A. Widefield immunofluorescence image at 100x magnification of FFPE section. B:Rendered STORM image of region shown in A.
C: Widefield inset of a region shown in A. D: STORM inset of region shown in B rendered with a pixel size of 25 nm E. Electron micrograph of a GBM from different section of same
biopsy, 60,700x magnification, for which the GBM thickness at indicated position is 281 nm. F: Presenting measured thickness (full width at half maximum) of GBM from wide-field
immunofluorescence image C line profile (657 nm) G: Measured thickness (full width at half maximum) of STORM image D at line profile (212 nm). (Figure adapted from Reference 1)

• histoSTORM of frozen or FFPE kidney biopsy
sections can provide additional information
compared to conventional widefield
immunofluorescence, e.g. locating subepithelial,
subendothelial and mesangial immune complex
deposits, which can aid the diagnosis of
glomerulonephritis,
• histoSTORM enables the thickness of the GBM to be
measured with sufficient resolution to aid diagnostic
assessments where EM is not available
• The sample preparation for histoSTORM is similar to
immunofluorescence
• histoSTORM is cheaper and easier to implement
and sustain than EM, and so has the potential to
improve the diagnosis of kidney disease in a much
wider range of clinical settings.
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